4-H Freestyle Obedience Score Sheet
____Class 5 (Individual)
or

____Class 6 (Team)

Name: ______________________________________County: __________________________________
Team Name: ________________________________Dominant Breed(s): __________________________
The 4-H’er and their dog should move to the beat of the music and the dog may be on or off leash. They will be judged on: how
many moves the dog and handler successfully complete; the variety of moves; how the dog and handler are interacting; and
control of the dog by the handler. The routine should cover 50% of the ring space. The handler and dog should appear to be
having an enjoyable experience. Judges must look to see if the handler has control of their dog. The routine length must be
within 1:30 and 2:15 minutes (plus or minus 15 seconds, allowed for recording and playback device speeds).
Category
Considerations
SCORE 1-25
 How well the spectators appreciate, enjoy and respond
 Interesting to watch
Spectator Appeal
Entertainment Value  Creativity
 Music
25 POINTS POSSIBLE  Costume/makeup
 Props
 Intricacy, complexity, innovation, variety
Difficulty
 Tricks, trainability, focus
 Choreography
25 POINTS POSSIBLE
 Use of ring space
 Flow of movements
 Performs without the handler intervening or forcing
 Animation, attitude, and attention to handler
Dog Performance
 Appears to be having an enjoyable experience
25 POINTS POSSIBLE  Appears to be under the control of the handler
 Precise execution of movements
 Animation, attitude, and attention of handler
Handler Performance  Appears to be having an enjoyable experience
 Smooth harmonious interaction with dog
25 POINTS POSSIBLE  Cues to dog are disguised or part of performance
 Coordination with musical interpretation
 Use of appropriate costumes and/or props (if used)
Total points earned out of 100
Penalties
Points deducted at
judge’s discretion.

Non Qualifying

Disciplining __________

Extra commands or cues __________
Less Penalty________

Time penalty__________ Other__________
Fouling or leaving ring ___ Use of pinch or electronic collar ___
Double handling (assistance from outside ring ___
Judge: Please provide any comments on the back of this score sheet. Final Score________

